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To the Reader

Even after critical fashion has focused our attention on the materiality of the book, we still usually think that the body of the text differs from the embodied text. The body of the text is that portion of the embodied text that we know we must read to think we have read the book, while some of what is ‘embodied’ almost always seems optional. The theoretical distinction underwriting all this is, of course, that between text and ‘paratext’, which Genette, however, called ‘peritext’, but what do authors know?

This, then, is optional for you to read, as this particular paratextual genre has always been thought to be. Yet, as scholarly attention has begun to focus on early modern habits of reading almost as much as the early modern texts we read, we have learned to attend to their gestures of solicitation. The ubiquitous prefatory ‘To the Reader’ provides interesting reading material for scholars rethinking what reading is – or what authors or publishers think or, better, hope it should be.

Readers are regularly flattered in these addresses as ‘Learned’, ‘Judicious’ and ‘Courteous’. They are said to be ‘Honest’ (or more generally ‘Virtuous’); they are often identified as ‘Gentle’ (though particularly as ‘Gentlemen’, changing the meaning of the adjective). The writers nonetheless hope their readers, regardless of gender or status, will be ‘Friendly’, although the anxiety that they might not be is, however, clearly evident in an address to the ‘Friendly Censurers’. The desire is always that the readings will be ‘Favorable’, but the recognition is that readers are always free to ‘judge’ as they will, and that opinions about the book can be ‘thine or any man’s for a testar’. That’s the truth about the epistle ‘To the Reader’: it is always implicitly addressed ‘To any that will read it’ and written in the knowledge that the desired reading cannot be compelled.

This book will have cost somewhat more than sixpence, but the same is true here. No amount of flattery will affect what you think of this collection. I will say, however, that it is a book I have always hoped would be written. Marlowe has been thought about mainly as an outrageous bad
boy, brilliant but deliberately provocative, edgy and shameful, especially seen in relation to a Shakespeare who has been too easily thought of as capacious and inclusive, ‘gentle’ and ‘sweet’, the voice and guarantor of our best instincts about ourselves. But the comparison framed that way arguably misrepresents both playwrights.

By 1675, Edward Phillips would call Marlowe ‘a kind of second Shakesphear’ (Aa12). It would, however, be better to say he was the first Shakespeare, or that Shakespeare should be said to be a kind of second Marlowe. Both were born in 1564, but at the time of Marlowe’s too-early death at the end of May in 1593, he had influenced Shakespeare much more so than the other way around; also by 1593, Marlowe must have been recognized as the better playwright, though his genius from the beginning seemed to be of the sort that might easily burn out quickly.

But true or not, these are stories we tell of authors – authors implausibly removed from the necessary circumstances of artistic possibility, whether in print or on stage. Some of the most interesting work on Shakespeare in the past two decades has returned him to the networks of individuals and institutions in which he wrote; in which his plays were performed, printed and published; and that enabled his audiences and readers to encounter them. This is a scholarly activity that does not diminish his remarkable artistry but recognizes and recovers what motivates it and what provides the conditions of its realization.

Christopher Marlowe, Theatrical Commerce, and the Book Trade does the same for Marlowe, whose talent and temperament, arguably even more so than Shakespeare’s, might easily seem to be defiantly independent of the collaborations, of the contingencies, that enable (and sometimes inhibit) what an artist can achieve. This is, therefore, a volume that is long overdue, and, in your engagement with it, ‘Gentle Reader, I wish thee all happiness’.

David Scott Kastan
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